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Module 3: Session 3
Pricing & Printers

• How to strategically price your Kindle and print books 
for maximum sales.

• What your book will cost to print… and how to calculate 
the cost of ANY print book.

• Which printer to use for your book and sales goals.
• The differences between black and white vs. color 

printing and when to choose color.

What to Expect in Module 3: Session 3

Fiction Kindle books…
• Word count matters.
• Genre matters.
• Whether you’re famous matters.
• Rule of thumb:

– Standard fiction: $2.99-4.99 and up.
– Serialized fiction, poetry and shorts: $0.99-2.99 and up.

Strategic Pricing
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Non-Fiction Kindle books…
• Word count matters.
• Specialized genres matter.
• Perceived value matters.
• Rule of thumb:

– Standard and specialty non-fiction: $3.49-4.99 and up.
– Short non-fiction, lead-gen: $0.99-2.99.

Strategic Pricing

Kindle books in general…
• $2.99-9.99 = higher royalties.
• $1.99 is a black hole.
• $0.99 is great for short non-fiction, transcribed podcasts, 

lead-gen, short stories, short poetry, novellas, serialized 
fiction, etc.

• REMEMBER: Journals and coloring books are NOT Kindle.

Strategic Pricing

Fiction print books…
• Page count matters.
• Genre sort-of matters.
• Whether you’re famous does not matter.
• Rule of thumb:

– Standard fiction: $9.99 and up.
– Serialized fiction, poetry and shorts: $6.99 and up.

Strategic Pricing
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Non-Fiction print books…
• Page count matters.
• Specialized genres matter.
• Perceived value matters.
• Rule of thumb:

– Standard and specialty non-fiction: $14.99 and up.
– Short non-fiction, lead-gen: $7.99 and up.

Strategic Pricing

Print books in general…
• It will be determined by your page count.
• Printers charge by-the-page + cover fee.
• DO NOT calculate in shipping.
• DO factor in “wholesale discount.”
• 20% of retail is a GREAT royalty.

Strategic Pricing

How much does it cost to publish on Kindle?
• Retail price minus “Delivery fee.”
• Delivery fee is determined by how big your file is.
• File size is determined by number of graphics, images 

and words.

Strategic Pricing
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How much does it cost to publish in print?
• Retail price minus wholesale discount minus print cost.
• Print cost is determined by how long your book is.
• EXAMPLE: 6x9, black & white, 200 pages

$19.99 retail
-$10.99 wholesale discount (55%)
-$3.86 print charge
=$5.14 author royalty

Strategic Pricing

DEMO
Calculate Your 

Book’s Price

Module 3: Session 3
Pricing & Printers
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Type of printer?
• Print on Demand (POD)

– Fast, no minimum
– No inventory
– Easy distribution

• Offset (traditional)
– Slower, minimums
– Inventory (distribution issues)

Printing Options

POD?
• POD is NOT a publishing platform. It’s NOT a publisher. It 

doesn’t include ISBNs.
• POD is a technology. Think a huge Xerox machine that 

spits out a finished, printed and bound book.
• There’s no such thing as a POD “publisher.”

Printing Options

Which POD printer?
• CreateSpace.com

– Owned by Amazon.
– Easy to use.
– No setup fee.
– Easily get on Amazon.
– Higher royalties from Amazon direct sales.

Printing Options
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How to use CreateSpace…
1. Go to CreateSpace.com and create a new account.
2. Login to CreateSpace.com
3. Click “Add New Title.”
4. Fill out the forms for your book’s information.
5. Approve the digital proofs.
6. Select your distribution preferences.

Printing Options

DEMO
Introduction to 
CreateSpace

Module 3: Session 3
Pricing & Printers
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Which POD printer?
• IngramSpark.com

– Easy to use.
– Owns the patent to POD technology.
– Superior quality paper.
– More printing options.
– Higher royalties through bookstores & retailers (not Amazon).

Printing Options

How to use IngramSpark…
1. Go to IngramSpark.com and create a new account.
2. Login to IngramSpark.com
3. Click “Add a New Title.”
4. Fill out the forms for your book’s information.
5. Order a physical proof.
6. Enable your book for distribution.

Printing Options

DEMO
Introduction to 
IngramSpark
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Module 3: Session 3
Pricing & Printers

IF you want to use BOTH CS and IS…
1. Use your OWN ISBN… NOT one from CreateSpace.
2. Upload your book to CreateSpace first.
3. Once it shows up on Amazon.com, upload it to IS.
4. Contact IngramSpark customer support and request it 

to be omitted from Amazon distribution.

Printing Options

Why use BOTH?
• Avoid the “processed in 1-3 weeks” issue.
• Get faster service, Look Inside features and more directly 

from Amazon.
• Still have REAL bookstore/library/retailer distribution.
• Have the option for better quality paper.

Printing Options
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Why not use BOTH?
• Coloring books… avoid negative Amazon reviews for 

poor quality/see-through paper.
• If you don’t want to keep track of royalties from two 

sources.
• If all you’re publishing are normal word-filled books.

Printing Options

When to go beyond POD…
• When you absolutely MUST have spiral binding. NO 

OTHER OPTIONS. (Really, this is rare…)
• Kids’ board books.
• Long, full-color books with glossy pages.
• Special editions… signed, stamped, limited.
• If you pre-sell over 3,000 copies.

Printing Options

Black & White or Color?
• Book covers are ALWAYS printed full color. ALWAYS.
• Black & white interior:

– Cheaper
– Multiple paper options
– MOST books

Printing Options
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Black & White or Color?
• Color interior:

– Can be a LOT more expensive.
– Multiple paper options through IngramSpark.
– Requires a bleed on the interior.
– Best saved for cookbooks, kids’ books, photo journals, etc.
– DO NOT USE “just because it’s pretty.”

Printing Options

• Do some pricing research. How much do similar books 
to yours sell for? (Size, length, genre, format, etc.)

• Play with the print calculators for your print books.
• Decide what price to set for your Kindle books.
• Look over both POD printers and choose one to start.
• Is an offset printer is REALLY necessary?
• Decide if you want black & white or color interior.

Module 3: Session 3 Homework


